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We use spectral analysis of Eulerian and Lagrangian dynamics to study the advective
mixing in an incompressible 2D bounded cavity flow. A significant property of this flow at
high Reynolds numbers is that mixing in its rotational core is slower than wall-adjacent
areas and corner eddies. We explain this property by appealing to the Prandtl-Batchloer
theorem for unsteady flows which predicts a flat distribution of tracer circulation periods
in the core of mean flow — similar to rigid body rotation — at high Reynolds numbers.
When this inviscid core is exposed to velocity fluctuations arising from bifurcation at
high Reynolds, it shows more resilience toward resonance in Lagrangian motion and
hence mixes more slowly compared to other areas.
We also investigate how well the truncations of Koopman mode decomposition and
proper orthogonal decomposition approximate the mixing process in the flow. For periodic and quasi-periodic flows, the mixing is accurately explained by models comprising
of a few Koopman modes, while for flows with aperiodic time dependence, the number
of modes required to represent the mixing is substantially larger.

1. Introduction
Mixing is an important aspect of many natural and industrial flows. Characterizing
the vertical mixing in the ocean and atmosphere, for example, constitutes the main
challenge in modeling the earth climate (Large et al. 1994; Sherwood et al. 2014), while
understanding the horizontal mixing on the ocean surface helps us predict the movement
of pollution and could lead to more effective strategies for containment (Coulliette et al.
2007). Other examples from natural flows include the mixing in the earth mantle which
led to formation of oceanic islands with nonuniform geochemistry (Ferrachat & Ricard
2001), blood flow mixing in relation to health and disease (Shadden & Taylor 2008) and
the role of mixing in shaping the ecological equilibrium in oceanic environment (Valentine
et al. 2012). For the industrial flows, on the other hand, we often try to manipulate
mixing, e.g., design devices that efficiently mix the fluids given the constraints by the
specific application (Khakhar et al. 1987; Stroock et al. 2002). All such efforts are based
on our understanding of many factors that play a role in mixing like the flow dynamics,
device geometry and initial configuration of the mixing fluids.
Study of mixing in real-world problems is difficult. Most of rigorous analysis in this
field comes from the theory of chaotic advection, which treats the motion of tracers in the
flow as a dynamical system (Aref 1984; Ottino 1989; Rom-Kedar et al. 1990). This theory
† Email address for correspondence: arbabi@mit.edu, mezic@ucsb.edu
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has had a great influence on how we view the transport of material in flows which are
steady or time-periodic, but it offers significantly less insight for flows which are aperiodic
in time. On the other hand, most of the natural flows and many industrial flows show
aperiodic time dependence. As a result, a large number of techniques have been devised
to fill the gap between the knowledge of mixing in periodic flows and the aperiodic flows
that appear in practice. Most of these techniques strive to characterize the mixing in a
given aperiodic flow by detecting the coherent structures and visualizing the flow in a way
that is most informative about the collective behavior of Lagrangian trajectories. Those
techniques, just to name a few, include the theory of Lagrangian coherent structures
(Haller 2015), topological analysis via braid dynamics (Boyland et al. 2000; Budišić &
Thiffeault 2015), theory of finite-time coherent sets (Froyland et al. 2010), and ergodic
theoretic analysis by time averaging (Poje et al. 1999).
In this work, we study the connection between the flow dynamics, i.e., the time
evolution of the velocity field, and advective mixing of passive tracers in a 2D flow.
In particular, we apply our analysis to lid-driven flow in a square cavity obtained from
numerical simulation. This flow bifurcates into periodic, quasi-periodic and ultimately
chaotic dynamics with the increase of Reynolds numbers. An important feature of these
time-dependent flows is that at very high Reynolds numbers the vorticity approaches a
uniform distribution in their rotating core. This is known as Prandtl-Batchelor theorem
(Prandtl 1904; Batchelor 1956) and was recently extended to unsteady flows by Arbabi
& Mezić (2019). In this paper, we show that this uniform distribution of vorticity leads
to uniform distribution of Lagrangian time periods in the mean flow, and that leads
to weaker mixing in the core, compared to areas adjacent to the walls and secondary
vortices. This behavior is in stark contrast to mixing at low Reynolds where mixing is
stronger away from the walls, and we expect it to hold true for other 2D high-Reynolds
flows with rotaional structure.
We also investigate how the complexity of mixing process is changed while the temporal
regime of the lid-driven cavity flow changes from steady to aperiodic. We use a combination of Koopman Mode Decomposition (KMD) and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD) to extract the hierarchy of the energetic modes in the flow, and use subsets of those
modes to build finite-dimensional projection models to approximate the flow evolution.
Then we quantify how mixing in those models mimic the mixing in the actual flow. This
will reveal the effect of different modes on mixing, and characterize the dimensionality
of models required to replicate mixing in complex flows.
The procession of ideas in this paper are as follows: we first give an account of
the previous studies on mixing in lid-driven cavity flow. In section 2, we specify the
geometry and dynamics of the lid-driven cavity flow in our study. We also present the
spectral analysis of the flow field for each temporal regime that appears due to the flow
bifurcations with the increase of Reynolds number. In section 3, we introduce our tools
for mixing analysis: section 3.1 reviews the application and computation of hypergraphs
for visualization of mixing in a given flow. Section 3.2 discusses quantitative analysis of
mixing using the mix-norm. We present the qualitative picture of mixing in cavity flow
in section 4 and discuss the role of Prandtl-Batchelor theorem leading to weak mixing in
the core. In section 5, we describe our experiment for analysis of modal contributions to
mixing and present its results.
1.1. Previous studies on mixing in lid-driven cavity flow
The mixing in the lid-driven cavity flow has been explored from many aspects and
under different settings. This flow requires a simple computational setup and it is
regularly used as a computational benchmark problem (Ghia et al. 1982). It is also studied
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via experiments in 2D (Gharib & Derango 1989) and 3D geometry (Koseff & Street
1984). The 2D flow which we focus on here represents a simplified model of geophysical
flows driven by surface shear (Tseng & Ferziger 2001), or common types of mixers in
polymer engineering (Chella & Ottino 1985). Most of the previous studies have focused
on low-Reynolds cavity flows with time-dependent lid motion, and investigated the effect
of different factors like lid motion frequency and cavity geometry on enhancement of
mixing.
In the steady lid-driven cavity flow, which is the stable solution at low Reynolds, mixing
is generally poor since the tracers are confined to move along the streamlines (Ottino
1989). The experiments by Chien et al. (1986) and Leong & Ottino (1989) showed that
mixing is greatly improved if periodic lid motion is used to generate periodic flow. In that
case, the motion of tracers inside the cavity is comprised of both periodic and chaotic
trajectories. The chaotic trajectories make the well-mixed regions while the tracers with
periodic motion form coherent patches of fluid called periodic islands. These islands
prevent full mixing because the fluid blobs remain trapped inside them and do not spread
over the cavity. The experiments showed that size of these islands are dependent on the
forcing frequency, and it was understood that there are optimal frequencies, at which,
the islands would vanish and complete mixing could be achieved. Ling & Schmidt (1992)
and Ling (1993) identified such frequency ranges by studying the linear stability of the
periodic orbits corresponding to those islands. Their results showed good agreement
with simulation and previous experiments, and motivated further studies on detection of
periodic orbits in the cavity and their role in mixing (see e.g. Jana et al. 1994a; Meleshko
& Peters 1996; Anderson et al. 1999, 2000; Stremler & Chen 2007).
The aperiodic mixing is much less explored in the studies regarding the lid-driven
cavity flow. Franjione et al. (1989) and Ottino et al. (1992) proposed a non-random
aperiodic protocol for the lid motion to enhance mixing. The underlying idea in their
work is to manipulate the symmetries in the flow to break up the periodic islands. The
numerical studies by Liu et al. (1994) also showed that the aperiodic lid motion can lead
to stronger and more uniform mixing in the cavity flow. We note that the aperiodicity of
the flow in the above studies is generated by modulating the lid velocity, whereas in our
study, the aperiodicity arises due to Navier-Stokes dynamics at high Reynolds number
while the lid velocity is constant.
There are also a number of studies that investigated the mixing in lid-driven cavity
flow, with different geometries (Ottino et al. 1992; Jana et al. 1994b; Migeon et al.
2000), or under the effect of flow stratification (Tseng & Ferziger 2001), multi-phase flow
configuration (Chakravarthy & Ottino 1996; Chella & Viñals 1996), and motion of freely
moving solid bodies within the flow (Vikhansky 2003; Hwang et al. 2005; Pai et al. 2013).

2. Dynamics of lid-driven cavity flow
We use a data-driven approach based on the spectral analysis of Koopman operator
to characterize and present the cavity flow dynamics. The idea of Koopman operator
goes back to Koopman (1931), while its application for data-driven analysis of highdimensional systems was proposed just in the last decade (Mezić & Banaszuk 2004; Mezić
2005). In particular, Mezić (2005) introduced the notion of Koopman modes, which are
analogues of eigenvectors in linear systems, for nonlinear evolution of spatio-temporal
systems like fluids. Rowley et al. (2009) pioneered the data-driven Koopman approach
for fluid flows and pointed out the connection between Koopman mode decomposition
(KMD) and the dynamic mode decomposition algorithm (Schmid 2010). In a previous
work, we used KMD to categorize and study different dynamic regimes of the cavity flow
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(Arbabi & Mezić 2017). The key to understanding the flow regime (i.e the geometry of
attractor in the state space of the flow) is the Koopman spectrum, while the Koopman
modes reveal the associated spatial structures in the flow domain. Here we review those
results and recount the sequence of flow regimes that appear with the increase of Reynolds
number in the cavity flow.
The cavity flow domain is a square box [−1, 1]2 with fixed walls except at the top
where the wall moves with the velocity profile
utop (x) = (1 − x2 )2 ,

−1 6 x 6 1.

(2.1)

We define the Reynolds number as
2
Lc Uc
= ,
(2.2)
ν
ν
where Lc = 2 and Uc = 1 are the characteristic length and velocity respectively, and ν
denotes the fluid kinematic viscosity in the numerical simulation.
Figure 1 summarizes the dynamics of cavity flow as explained by the Koopman
spectrum of flow field data. For low Reynolds numbers, the flow started from zero
initial condition converges to a steady solution. At a Reynolds number slightly above
10000, a Hopf bifurcation occurs and the asymptotic flow dynamics becomes periodic,
i.e., the trajectory in the state space of the flow converges to a limit cycle. The Koopman
frequencies for the periodic flow consist of a basic frequency ω1 (frequency of limit cycle
in the state space) and its multiples ωk := kω1 with k ∈ Z. The evolution of velocity
field with time is described by the KMD of the form
X p
up (x, y, t) = u0 (x, y) +
uk (x, y)eikω1 t ,
(2.3)
Re =

k∈Z
k6=0

where uk is the Koopman mode of velocity field associated with Koopman frequency kω1
and u0 is the mean flow (i.e. the Koopman mode associated with zero frequency). Three
Koopman modes of the periodic flow with highest kinetic energy are depicted in the first
row of fig. 2.
At a Reynolds number slightly above 15000, the flow undergoes another Hopf bifurcation and becomes quasi-periodic. The quasi-periodic flow exhibits two basic frequencies
ω = (ω1 , ω2 ), and the Koopman frequencies are the linear combination of the basic
frequencies with integer coefficients k = (k1 , k2 ), i.e., ωk := k1 ω1 + k2 ω2 with k1 , k2 ∈ Z.
The KMD for the quasi-periodic velocity field is given by
X
uq (x, y, t) = u0 (x, y) +
uk (x, y)ek·ωt ,
(2.4)
k∈Z2
k6=(0,0)

with the notation similar to (2.3). Figure 2 shows the mean flow and the basic oscillatory
Koopman modes (i.e modes associated with the two basic frequencies).
As the Reynolds number is increased higher than 18000, the Koopman spectrum
becomes mixed, that is, a combination of discrete frequencies that describe the quasiperiodicity and the continuous spectrum which corresponds to the chaotic components
of the velocity field. The Koopman mode decomposition for this flow reads
X
um (x, y, t) = u0 (x, y) +
uk (x, y)ek·ωt + uc (x, y, t),
(2.5)
k∈Z2
k6=(0,0)

with uc denoting the chaotic component of the velocity field. Note that for this flow it is
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Figure 1. Flow dynamics revealed by Koopman spectrum of data: In periodic and quasi-periodic
flow the Koopman frequencies (circles) are multiples of the one or two basic frequencies (top
panels), in chaotic flow the only Koopman discrete frequency is zero and the rest of energy is in
the continuous spectrum (bottom right), and for cavity flow there exists an intermediate range
with mixed spectra (bottom left).

difficult to detect the true modes within background chaos and fig. 1 shows the modes
that have passed the robustness test described in Arbabi & Mezić (2017). In the same
figure, the strength of the continuous spectrum and chaotic component is reflected by the
Koopman spectral density p(ω) which is similar to power spectral density of stationary
processes. For more on continuous spectrum expansion see Mezić (2013).
As the Reynolds number is increased even further, the continuous spectrum becomes
more dominant so that no quasi-periodic components can be found for Reynolds numbers
above 22000. Then the KMD consists only of the mean flow and the chaotic component,
i.e.,
ua (x, y, t) = u0 (x, y) + uc (x, y, t).

(2.6)

There are two observations of Koopman modes of the flow which are important for
study of mixing. First, vorticity in the core of mean flow is constant and it is zero
in the core of oscillatory modes (fig. 2 and 3). This is a consequence of PrandtlBatchelor theory and we will discuss it in the results. Second observation is that linear
relationships between different observable fields carries over to the Koopman modes of
those observables. For example, the stream function ψ and velocity field u are related
via the linear operator ∇⊥ := [∂/∂y, −∂/∂x]T such that u = ∇⊥ ψ. Now if we let ψj and
uj denote the Koopman modes of these two observable fields associated with Koopman
frequency ωj , then
uj = ∇⊥ ψj .

(2.7)

This also implies that the KMD of those observables contain the same Koopman frequencies (as long as no ψ-mode is in the null space of ∇⊥ ), and the Koopman modes describe
the same steady flow field. Therefore, when we study the effect of the Koopman mode
associated with frequency ωj on mixing, we can switch between different representations
of that mode including the stream function mode, velocity mode and also vorticity mode.
Note that in this work, we identify complex conjugate pairs of Koopman modes with their
common frequency.
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Figure 2. The (real part of) Koopman modes of vorticity for cavity flow. Clockwise rotation
is marked with blue and counterclockwise with red.

2.1. POD of chaotic components
The chaotic part of the velocity field which is present in the high-Reynolds flows,
does not admit a decomposition into Koopman modes. However, the chaotic component
of a post-transient flow (i.e. evolving on the attractor) is a realization of a stationary
stochastic process and therefore we can use statistical tools such as POD to obtain a
meaningful decomposition. POD is a linear decomposition of the flow field into spatially
orthogonal modes and uncorrelated temporal coefficients (Holmes et al. 2012). The POD
for the choatic component uc (x, y, t) is denoted by
X
uc (x, y, t) =
ak (t)φk (x, y),
(2.8)
k
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Figure 3. POD of the chaotic component: a) POD eigenvalues (i.e. kinetic energy of normalized
POD modes), b) the vorticity field of 3 most energetic POD modes. The number of POD modes
(in addition to Koopman modes of quasi-periodic part) required to resolve %99 of unsteady
kinetic energy is 43 and 186 for Re = 20000 and Re = 30000 respectively.

where φk ’s are the POD modes and ak ’s are the time-dependent coefficient called
principal components. The POD spectrum and modes for chaotic components of cavity
flow is shown in fig. 3.
Similar to KMD, POD is a linear expansion, but there are two major differences: the
POD coordinates are uncorrelated but unlike Koopman modes, they don’t necessarily
evolve exponentially with time. Also the POD modes are spatially orthogonal while
the Koopman modes are not necessarily so. The POD decomposition provides a robust
representation of chaotic components since the modes become independent of the initial
condition due to ergodicity. We will use this representation along with KMD of quasiperiodic component to approximate effect of modes on advective mixing in the flow.

3. Hypergraphs and mix-norm
In this work, we study mixing as the pure advection of passive tracers and scalar fields
with the flow. In other words, we focus on the mixing process at the limit of infinitely
large Peclet number and zero Stokes number. To this end, we use two different tools: We
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employ hypergraphs to visualize mixing of each flow and do qualitative analysis. We use
mix-norm to quantify the contribution of Koopman and POD modes to mixing of the
cavity flow.
3.1. Hypergraphs
The hypergraphs are visualizations of a scalar field known as mesohyperbolicity which
partitions the flow domain according to the type of Lagrangian deformation (Mezić et al.
2010). The field of mesohyperbolicity is defined as follows: Consider the trajectory of a
passive tracer passing through x at time t0 . We denote by u∗ tt00 +T (x), the time-averaged
Lagrangian velocity of the tracer over the time interval [t0 , t0 +T ]. The mesohyperbolicity
field at the location x and time T is given by
M (x, t0 , T ) ≡ det ∇x u∗ tt00 +T (x) .

(3.1)

This field uniquely determines the type of Lagrangian fluid deformation in the neighborhood of the tracer. In particular,
1. In the regions where M < 0, the small patch of fluid around the tracer will be
stretched in one direction and contracted in the other while moving during the next T
seconds. This deformation is similar to behavior of trajectories in vicinity of a hyperbolic
fixed point in a plane, hence called mesohyperbolic.
2. When 0 6 M 6 4/T 2 , the fluid patch undergoes rotation while traveling. We call
this behavior mesoelliptic.
3. The regions with M > 4/T 2 show the combination of the above deformations, i.e.,
the fluid patch rotates while it is stretched in one direction and contracted in the other.
This type of deformation is called mesohelical.
In the hypergraphs plotted in this paper, the mesohyperbolic behavior is marked by
blue, mesoelliptic by green, and mesohelical by red. A hypergraph of the periodic cavity
flow is shown in fig. 4 (right). A comparison with the Poincaré map of the same flow (left)
shows how hypergraphs can be used to qualitatively assess mixing: The well-mixed regions
are revealed in hypergraphs as areas with a fine-grained mixture of the mesohyperbolic
and mesohelical deformation (red and blue) - similar to hyperbolic sets in dynamical
systems theory. On the other hand, the islands of periodic motion which correspond to
poorly mixed regions stand out as concentric bands of alternating colors.
Mezić et al. (2010) introduced the hypergarphs to study of finite-time (or aperiodic)
mixing in 2D incompressible flows which cannot be studied via Poincare maps. Over
finite time intervals, the regions of substantial mixing stand out in hypergraphs as areas
with a fine-grained combination of red and blue - similar to periodic flows, because those
regions host an extensive amount of stretching and folding of the material elements,
which resembles classic notion of chaotic motion. On the other hand, the poorly mixed
regions divide into two subgroups: regions that are consistently meso-elliptic and therefore
show rotation and stagnation zones, and regions with a dominant type of either mesohyperbolic (blue) or meso-elliptic (red) which denote likely passages for tracer motion in
the form of coherent blobs. Budišić et al. (2016) provides a more detailed discussion of
hypergraph analysis and its extension to 3D.
3.1.1. Computation and visualization of hypergraphs
Consider the trajectory of a passive tracer starting at x at time t0 . The position of
this tracer at time t > t0 is given by the flow map F(x, t), which solves the ordinary
differential equation (ODE)
Ḟ(x, t) = u(F(x, t), t),

t ∈ [t0 , t0 + T ],

F(x, t0 ) = x,

(3.2)
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Figure 4. (a) Poincaré map of periodic cavity flow at Re = 13000, computed using 300 random
trajectories over 2000 time periods. (b) Hypergraph of the same flow over 1000 sec, computed on
a grid of 300 × 300 initial conditions. Blue, red and green colors correspond to mesohyperbolic,
mesohelical and mesoelliptic behavior respectively. The (chaotic) mixing zones stand out in the
hypergraph as regions with fine mixtures of red and blue.

where u denotes the velocity field. The average Lagrangian velocity of the tracer is related
to the flow map via
1
u∗ tt00 +T (x) = (F(x, t0 + T ) − x).
(3.3)
T
Computing the mesohyperbolicity field defined in (3.1) requires two steps of computation. First is to solve the ODE in (3.2). This is often achieved by direct integration for
a grid of passive tracers initially distributed over the flow domain. The second step is to
evaluate the gradient of lagrangian velocity. There are two approaches to accomplish this
step. In the first approach, the gradient is computed via finite difference on the initial
grid of tracers. An auxiliary grid collocated around points of the initial grid can be used
to improve the numerical efficiency (see e.g. the computation of the flow map gradient by
Farazmand & Haller 2012). In the second approach, which we take here, the use of finite
difference is avoided by integrating the variational equation for the flow map gradient
(Anosov & Arnold 1994),
d
∇F(x, t) = ∇u(F(x, t), t) · ∇F(x, t),
dt

t ∈ [t0 , t0 + T ],

∇F(x, t0 ) = I,

(3.4)

with I being the identity matrix. This ODE is solved along with (3.2) for the same set
of tracers. The Lagrangian velocity gradient is given by
∇u∗ tt00 +T (x) =

1
(∇F(x, t0 + T ) − I).
T

(3.5)

This approach requires nearly the same computational effort as the finite difference approach, given that the instantaneous field of ∇u is readily available. We used the standard
4th-order Runge-Kutta method to integrate equations (3.2) and (3.4). In doing so, the
velocity field obtained by numerical solution of Navier-Stokes equations was interpolated
using the spline method in space, and the linear method in time. In the hypergraphs
plotted in this paper, the mesohyperbolicity field, M (x) := det |∇u∗ tt00 +T (x)|, is plotted
and partitioned into the mesohyperbolic (M < 0), mesoelliptic (0 < M < 4/T 2 ), and
mesohelical (M > 4/T 2 ) regions, which are respectively marked by blue, green and red
colors. For more readability, the value of mesohyperbolicity field in hypergraphs is cut
off for M > 8/T 2 and M < −4/T 2 .
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3.2. mix-norm
We will use the evolution of a generic initial scalar field to see how well the modal
approximations of the flow approximate the mixing process. Consider the scalar field
c(x, t) which could represent concentration of dye. In absence of diffusion, c evolves in
time due to the advection by the velocity field,
∂c
+ u · ∇c = 0.
(3.6)
∂t
We compute the time evolution of c using a semi-Lagrangian scheme: To compute the
advection of c over the time interval [t1 , t2 ], we put a regular grid on the flow domain
at time t2 , and advect the grid points backward in time to t1 . Then we interpolate the
field of c(x, t1 ) onto the advected grid points. We trace back each advected point to its
location on the original grid at time t2 and assign the interpolated value to that location.
The semi-Lagrangian scheme harbors much less numerical diffusion than PDE solution
methods and therefore it enables a robust approximation of norms that are used for
characterization of advective mixing.
There are a few measures to quantify the mixedness of a concentration field. In
particular, the class of Sobolev-space norms with negative indices are the most popular
choice for study of advection-dominated mixing. Here, we use the earliest version of such
a norm introduced in Mathew et al. (2005). Let
X
c(x) =
ck fk (x)
(3.7)
k∈Z2

be the standard Fourier expansion of c over the (bounded) flow domain. For the liddriven cavity, k is the 2-vector of wave numbers, ck ’s are the Fourier coefficients, and the
Fourier functions are
fk (x) = ei2π(k1 x+k2 y) .
(3.8)
Then the mix-norm of c is defined a
1/2
X
1
p
Φ(c) =
c2k
,
(3.9)
1 + πkkk2
k∈Z2
which is similar to l2 -norm of Fourier coefficients except that coefficients associated with
higher wave numbers have smaller weights. The essential feature of this norm is that it
treats mixing as a multi-scale phenomena, and puts less weight on smaller spatial scales
(i.e. the weights decay as k increases). When the scalar c is being mixed by the flow, its
mix-norm decreases. An intuitive reasoning for this would be to note that the process
of mixing stretches and folds the fluid blobs represented by large wave numbers into
elongated and tightly spaced filaments represented by small wave number. We will use
the above mix-norm to characterize the difference of mixing in the field c(x, t) according
to different modal approximations of the same flow. A more detailed discussion of mixnorms is offered by Thiffeault (2012).

4. Slow mixing in the core and Prandtl-Batchelor theorem
Figure 5 shows the hypergraphs of mixing in cavity flow at different flow regimes and
over various time intervals. The mixing in the cavity flow generally increases as the timedependence of the velocity field is altered form periodic at Re ≈ 10500 to fully chaotic
at Re = 30000, but there is an outstanding feature of mixing which is common in all the
flows: the mixing in the center of the cavity is slower than mixing in the areas next to
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Figure 5. Hypergraphs of mixing in lid-driven cavity flow on interval [0, T ]. The zones with
combination of red and blue correspond to strong mixing. The figures show that mixing is slower
in the center of the cavity.

the walls. For the periodic flow, the center is dominated by three periodic islands and
no chaotic mixing occurs. In flows with quasi-periodicity the mixing is stronger but still
it leaves a small unmixed patch in the core. In the fully chaotic flow the core gets fully
mixed over long time but its mixing is substantially slower compared to the corner eddies
and wall-adjacent areas. In the following, we explain this phenomenon by revisiting the
Prandtl-Batchelor theorem and examining the time scales of the flow.
An important finding of all the previous studies on periodic bounded flows is that
the time period of the flow is the most critical parameter that affects the mixing.
The experiments by Ottino and co-workers on low-Reynolds lid-driven cavity flow, for
example, have shown that the time period of the flow governs the existence and size of the
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periodic islands, and therefore determines whether partial or complete mixing is achieved
(Chien et al. 1986; Leong & Ottino 1989). Ling & Schmidt (1992) studied the influence of
the flow period on the stability of periodic orbits of tracer motion and detected different
ranges of flow period for which full mixing occurs. In some of those works, the relationship
between flow period and the typical tracer circulation period in the steady flow was used
to enhance mixing. Solomon & Mezić (2003), for instance, performed a numerical and
experimental study of a 3D laminar vortex flow and observed that uniform mixing takes
place when the flow period is close to the typical tracer circulation times. Another relevant
example is the topological study of mixing in lid-driven cavity flow by Stremler & Chen
(2007). They designed a periodic lid motion that achieves topological chaos by making
a delicate match between circulation period of certain tracers and the period of the lid
motion.
Here, we use the relationship between the time period of the flow and circulation period
of tracers in the mean flow to show why mixing in the core of the cavity is poor. First
note that in contrast to the aforementioned studies, the time-dependence of cavity flow
in our work is due to the flow bifurcations at high Reynolds numbers. Thus the bulk of
flow energy is stored in the mean flow and the unsteady component can be considered
as a small perturbation to the mean flow. This is evident from the distribution of energy
in the Koopman spectrum of the flow in fig. 1. Next, note that the mean flow has a
critical feature which is persistent over the considered range of Reynolds number, and
that feature is the relatively uniform distribution of vorticity in the central region (fig. 2).
The occurrence of this so-called inviscid core in steady flows at high Reynolds numbers
is explained by the Prandtl-Batchelor theory. The classical version of this theory states
that in regions of the flow with closed streamlines and small viscous forces, the vorticity
will be constant (Prandtl 1904; Batchelor 1956). In a previous work, we extended this
theory to stationary time-dependent flows (Arbabi & Mezić 2019). The unsteady version
of theory holds for any recirculating structure that may move with the flow, however,
in the lid-driven cavity flow the location of the central vortex is almost fixed in time,
and therefore averaging in time preserves the uniform distribution of vorticity in the
core. Thus, we can conclude that vorticity in the core of cavity mean flow is uniformly
distributed as well.
In the next step, we show that the uniform vorticity and closed (but not exactly
circular) streamlines leads to a uniform distribution of circulation periods for Lagrangian
tracers — similar to the kinematics of the rigid body rotation. We consider the nested
streamlines in center of mean flow as shown on the left panel of fig. 6 and let
I
p(ψ0 ) =
ds
ψ0

be the perimeter of such a streamline which is the ψ0 -level set of mean stream function.
We define
H
f (s)ds
ψ
f (ψ0 ) = 0
,
(4.1)
p(ψ0 )
to be the average of function f around that streamline. We can derive a relationship
between the average of velocity magnitude on this streamline and vorticity,
R
ωdA
Γ (ψ0 )
ω0 A(ψ0 )
A(ψ0 )
u(ψ0 ) =
=
=
(4.2)
p(ψ0 )
p(ψ0 )
p(ψ0 )
where Γ (ψ0 ) is the circulation, and A(ψ0 ) is the area enclosed by the streamline. In the
second equality we have used the Stokes theorem, and in the third we have used constancy
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of mean vorticity from the Prandtl-Batchelor theorem. Given that the velocity on the
streamline does not vanish, then the time period of circulation for a Lagrangian tracer
around the streamline is given by
 
I
1
1
Tc (ψ0 ) =
ds =
(ψ0 )p(ψ0 ).
(4.3)
u(s)
u
Here we make the assumption that variations of velocity around the streamline is small
compared to its average (e.g. the streamline is close to circular shape), that is, u(s) =
u + u0 (s) with |u0 (s)|  u, so that
  



1
1
1
1
1
1
(4.4)
=
=
≈ (1 − u0 /u) = .
0
0
u
u+u
u 1 + u /u
u
u
Using this approximation in (4.3), we get
Tc (ψ) ≈

1
p2 (ψ0 )
e(ψ0 )
p(ψ0 ) =
=
.
u(ψ0 )
ω0 A(ψ0 )
ω0

(4.5)

where we have defined e := p2 /A. The parameter e is a property of the shape of the
streamline, and therefore two similar streamlines would have the same circulation period
regardless of their size. In particular, the streamlines in the core of the mean cavity
flow (fig. 6 - right panel) are quite similar which leads to almost uniform distribution of
circulation period. As seen in left panel of fig. 6 the numerical computation of those time
periods confirms the above analysis. In contrast, the circulation periods of the smaller
vortices vary largely over shorter lengths (red, yellow and cyan curves). This observation
also holds for the quasi-periodic and stationary chaotic flow.
For the special case of periodic flow, the slow mixing in the core is explained by
the classical perturbation analysis of Hamiltonian systems. We consider the motion of
tracers in the mean flow to be a 2D dynamical system, and the mean stream function
to be its Hamiltonian. The unsteady component of the flow (i.e. sum of Koopman
modes associated with nonzero frequencies) then serves as a time-periodic perturbation
to the vector field of this Hamiltonian system. Then the question of the flow being
well-mixed reduces to characterizing the amount of chaos present in the perturbed
Hamiltonian system. There are a few techniques such as Melnikov method or KolmogorvArnold-Moser (KAM) theory to predict wether any chaotic trajectories appear in such
a system (Guckenheimer & Holmes 1983). The essence of these techniques is to detect
the resonances between the circulating tracers of the mean flow and the perturbing
flow field which leads to chaos, e.g., through formation of homoclinic tangles. Now if we
contrast the circulation periods of the mean flow at Re = 13000 to the time period of
the flow and its harmonics (right panel in fig. 6), we see that the motion of tracers in
secondary vortices allow many resonances with the perturbing flow field, and hence, those
regions contain a larger number of chaotic trajectories, whereas the flat distribution of
time periods in the central vortex would not allow so many chances for resonance and
therefore the amount of chaotic trajectories in the center is substantially lower. Figure 5,
indeed, shows that regions of secondary corner vortices undergo substantial mixing while
the core is dominated by regular trajectories.
4.1. Hypothesis testing for effect of Prandtl-Batchelor theorem on mixing
An alternative hypothesis for explanation of slow mixing in the core would be to note
that the unsteady component of velocity field is weaker in the core compared to edges
of the central vortex. Indeed, fig. 7(a) shows that in the first oscillatory Koopman mode
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Figure 6. Resonance analysis for periodic mixing at Re= 13000: Time period of tracer
circulation in different zones of the mean flow (right); blue curve corresponds to a set of tracers
released on the blue line in the center vortex (left) and so on. The dashed lines show some
integer multiples of the (Eulerian) flow time period.

the kinetic energy is mostly distributed along the edge of the central vortex. In order to
disambiguate and emphasize the effect of constant vorticity due to Prandtl-Batchelor on
the mixing we conduct a numerical experiment as follows:
We first generate a random mode of velocity field ur (x, y) on the cavity domain. To
do so, we create a random stream function field ψr (x, y) = (1 − x4 )(1 − y 4 )q(x, y) where
q is a randomly generated noise field, and then set
ur =

 ∂ψr
∂ψr >
, −
∂y
∂x

(4.6)

We also scale ur such that its kinetic energy is equal to that of the first oscillatory
Koopman mode at Re = 13000. This random field is, by design, zero on the boundaries,
incompressible, and stronger in the core compared to the wall-adjacent areas, as shown
in fig. 7(b).
We use the random field ur to perturb the velocity fields with various types of vorticity
distribution and study the mixing in those perturbed flows. Consider the artificial flow
model given as
u = ub + αur eiβt .

(4.7)

In the first model, we choose the base flow ub to be the mean of periodic flow at Re =
13000, and set α = 1, β = ω1 where ω1 is the Koopman basic frequency of the periodic
flow. This model is like the actual periodic flow at Re = 13000, except that we have
replaced the time-dependent component with a spatially random mode which oscillates
at the same frequency and has the same kinetic energy. In the next two models, as the
base flow we use the stable steady cavity flow at Re = 300 and Re = 1000. As shown
in fig. 7(b), these two flows also have rotating cores but the tracer period distribution
in their core is not as flat as the mean flow at Re = 13000. To put these two models on
the same footing as the first model, we choose α such that the ratio αkur k/kub k is the
same for all three models. Also, we choose β such that the ratio between the timescale
of perturbation and the rotation time for the core is the same across the models. To be
more precise, let Tc be the minimum circulation period at the core of the base flow. Then
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Figure 7. The setup for testing the effect of vorticity distribution on mixing: a) magnitude of
velocity in the first oscillatory Koopman mode of Re = 13000 and a randomly generated velocity
field with the same kinetic energy, b) top row: streamlines of central vortex in steady flows at
Re = 300, 1000 and the mean flow at Re = 13000, bottom row: the tracer period distributions
in those flows. We use the random field to perturb the steady flows and disambiguate the effect
of vorticity distribution from the special structure of Koopman mode. T ∗ is (normalized) time
in core rotation periods.

for all the models, we choose
TcRe=13000
.
(4.8)
Tc
Next we compute the hypergraphs of these three models over windows of various lengths.
To remove the effect of time on quality of mixing, we normalize the length of those
windows by the scaling the time with respect to the core rotation time, that is, we use
β = ω1

T∗ =

T
.
Tc

(4.9)

The results of the above experiment, shown in fig. 8, indicates that flatness of the
circulation period makes the core of the flow more resilient to perturbations, that is,
the core with a flatter distribution takes longer to mix. Therefore, it confirms the
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Figure 8. Effect of Prandtl-Batchelor theorem on mixing: hypergraphs of mean flows at various
Reynolds numbers perturbed by the oscillating random field in fig. 7(a). Higher Reynolds number
leads to a more uniform distribution of circulation periods in the core of mean flow and more
resilience against perturbation, and hence, weaker mixing. T ∗ is the time window length in the
core rotation units.

adverse effect of Prandtl-Batchelor theorem on mixing at high Reynolds, regardless of
the spatial features of the oscillating mode. Another way to interpret this phenomenon is
to note that although shear between the rotating layers of a steady flow is not enough to
generate chaotic mixing, but higher shear exposed to time-dependent perturbations leads
to stronger mixing. On the other hand, the Prandtl-Batchelor theorem dictates a nearly
shearless core for rotational flows at high Reynolds, and hence predicts that mixing in
that core is slower than other areas exposed to shear, such as areas adjacent to the walls.
Finally, we note that although the bulk of the core remains unmixed in fig. 8, a wellmixed patch emerges at their very center. This is an artifact of our experiment: The
randomly generated field is much stronger than base flow at the very center and prediction
of mixing with perturbation argument is not correct in that region.
4.2. Quasi-periodic and aperiodic flows
The effect of Prandtl-Batchelor theorem on mixing in quasi-periodic flow can be
analyzed in a similar way. If we synthesize a new flow which consists of the mean flow
and only one of basic oscillating Koopman modes, then we observe that mixing is much
weaker in the core of the flow, and depending on the Koopman mode and frequency a
different number of periodic islands will be formed (middle row of fig. 9). This is while the
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secondary vortices undergo much faster mixing similar to the period case. Because the
frequencies in a quasi-periodic flow are incommensurate, their combined harmonics (i.e.
linear combination of the two basic frequencies with integer coefficients) are dense in any
frequency interval. Therefore when we add the two basic oscillatory modes to the mean
flow the chance of resonance with the circulation periods of the mean flow dramatically
increase which leads to a larger amount of chaotic trajectories. This results in a core
mixing which is stronger than the periodic flow but still weaker than the the secondary
vortices and next to walls.
The above analysis cannot be readily extended to flows with chaotic time dependence.
However, the evolution of stationary chaotic systems over any finite time interval can
be approximated with arbitrary accuracy using quasi-periodic evolution (see e.g. Korda
et al. 2018). Therefore, the finite-time mixing of the stationary chaotic flow resembles
a quasi-periodic model with sufficiently many oscillatory modes. The number of modes
and frequencies required to approximate the chaotic component are typically large which
leads to generally faster mixing, but following the same analysis as quasi-period flows
the mixing in the core will be slower than secondary vortices. This explains the picture
of mixing at Re = 30000 in fig. 5.
The resilience of rotational cores toward mixing at high Reynolds numbers has been
already observed in the context of geophysical flows. Geyer et al. (2010) have measured
mixing in an estuary where a fresh water plume from the river is flowing onto the
saline water from the ocean. The measurements show that the cores of Kelvin-Helmholtz
vortices formed at the interface of the fluid layers exhibit poor mixing and the bulk of
mixing is occurring at the edge of those vortices and the thin filaments that connect
them. They contrast their result with the previous numerical and experimental studies
which are carried out at moderate and low Reynolds and conclude that the weak mixing
in the core is a characteristic of high Reynolds number. In their study this behavior
is attributed to the shear instabilities in the edge of vortices and connecting filaments.
The analysis in the above paragraphs supports this characterization from a kinematic
standpoint, namely, the Prandtl-Batchelor theory of unsteady flows predicts an almost
inviscid core at high Reynolds, and the ensuing rigid-body type motion of tracers in
the core makes it more resilient toward advective mixing when it is exposed to smallamplitude unsteady perturbations. We note that our arguments are based on analysis of
homogenous 2D flows, and therefore their extension to 3D stratified flows requires further
study.

5. Approximation of mixing using projected models
Our goal is to quantify the contribution of modes of velocity field to the mixing in the
flow. This is helpful for several purposes: first, since Koopman modes are related to the
state-space dynamics of the flow, identifying critical modes and associated frequencies
helps in creating flow control strategies for manipulation of mixing. Second, given the
theory of chaotic advection and our understanding of mixing in periodic flows, and to
a lesser degree quasi-periodic flows, we are interested in understanding how well lowcomplexity approximations of the flow can approximate the mixing in the actual flow.
Indeed, in the previous section we used models of the flow involving mean flow and
oscillatory modes to study mixing. We use Koopman modes and POD modes in our
analysis, mainly because the Koopman and POD modes are the most economical choices
for constructing low-dimensional approximations of, respectively, the quasi-periodic and
chaotic components of the flow (Holmes et al. 2012; Arbabi & Mezić 2017). Moreover,
there are a number of data reconstruction methods (Bui-Thanh et al. 2004) and many
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Figure 9. Hypergraphs of the quasi-periodic flow repeated from fig. 5 (top), hypergraphs of flow
models each consisting of the mean flow and one basic Koopman mode (middle), and hypergraphs
of a flow model consisting of the mean flow and both basic Koopman modes (bottom). The
resonances between the two oscillatory modes leads to stronger mixing in the core compared to
periodic flow but still slower compared to wall-adjacent areas.

model reduction techniques (Cazemier et al. 1998; Noack et al. 2003) that rely on modal
decompositions such as POD. Our analysis informs us about the suitable dimension of
modal decomposition or appropriate level of “denoising” in those methods for an accurate
reproduction of mixing behavior.
We first construct projected models of the flow which contain only subset of Koopman
and POD modes. Given the definition and notation of KMD and POD in section 2, we
define a projected model as
unk ,np (x, t) =

nk
X
j=1

iωj t

uj (x)e

+

np
X

φl (x)al (t),

(5.1)

l=1

where nk and np denote the number of Koopman and POD modes used in the model. In
forming the above expansion, we stack the modes by starting from the Koopman modes
in the order of decreasing energy and then use the POD modes of the chaotic component
with the same ordering.
We compare the mixing in the flow and its projected model using the following
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numerical experiment: we define an initial blob of concentration as shown on top of
fig. 10. Then we advect this blob in the actual flow as well as the projected models.
Then over regular intervals we measure how much the advected concentration field in
the projected flows is deviated from the actual flow by defining
e(t) =

Φ(∆c(x, t))
Φ(c(x, 0))

(5.2)

where c(∆x, t) is the difference of the concentration fields, c(x, t) is the initial concentration field corresponding to the rectangular blob and Φ(·) is the mix-norm defined in
(3.9). Note that the results of this experiment depends on the initial condition of the
blob, however, through several trials, we have chosen the initial position so that the
experiment to incorporate mixing near and away from the walls (fig. 10) and give a clear
and general picture of mixing.
Figure 11 shows the results of the experiment over an interval of length 200 which is
about 10 times the circulation period in the core of mean flow. At the start the deviation
rapidly grows from zero due to difference in velocity fields (this growth is not shown in
the log-log plot) but as the time passes the rate of error growth slows down because the
mixing process transfers more concentration to small scales which reduces the mix-norm.
The mixing error shows that the periodic flow has the lowest complexity in the sense that
two Koopman modes (i.e. mean flow + basic oscillatory mode) are enough to describe
the advection of the blob within an accuracy of a few percents over long times. In the
quasi-periodic flow, the energy of unsteady part is distributed among a larger number
of modes, as such the number of modes required to achieve %1 accuracy is close to the
total number of Koopman modes.
The number of modes required for accurate prediction of mixing drastically increases
when continuous spectrum is present. As fig. 11 suggests, to achieve %1 accuracy in
estimation of a blob advection we need at least a few hundred POD modes in addition to
Koopman modes in our model. Conversely, the projected models that contain %99 of the
flow energy approximate mixing with %2−4 error after one circulation period. This error
rises, rather gently, to about %10 percent after about 10 circulation period. Although
difference in the velocity fields leads to exponential divergence of tracer trajectories, the
result of this experiment shows that accuracy of global mixing over short times (i.e. a few
advective time scales) is proportional to accuracy of the Eulerian field in the projected
model. This implies that flow dynamics reconstructed by data assimilation or model
reduction methods can provide accurate resolutions of mixing in the target flow given a
sufficiently high-dimensional reconstruction of the Eulerian flow field.

6. Summary
An interesting feature of 2D cavity flow at high Reynolds numbers is that mixing in its
core is weaker compared to the corner eddies. In this paper, we explained this observation
through a combination of ideas from fluid mechanics and dynamical systems. Namely,
we showed that the circulation periods in the mean flow have a flat distribution in
the core as a consequence of Prandtl-Batchelor theorem, and the poor mixing is the
result of the interaction between this flat distribution and the time scales of Eulerian
flow perturbations — unsteady components of the flow which possess small amplitudes
compared to the mean flow. This analysis supports the field observations that show poor
mixing in the core of Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices at high Reynolds.
We also characterized the contribution fo Koopman and POD modes to mixing at
various Reynolds numbers by comparing the advection of generic blob in the actual
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Figure 10. The initial concentration field (first row), concentration field advected by the flow
(second row), and concentration field advected by the projected models defined in (5.1) (bottom
rows). nk and np are, respectively, the number of Koopman and POD modes in the projected
model.

flow versus projected models of flow consisting of a subset of those modes. Our analysis
showed that mixing of periodic and quasi-periodic flows can be accurately described by
a handful of Koopman modes, and while for flows with continuous spectrum the number
of required modes grow much larger, projected models made of sufficiently large number
of POD modes (e.g. resolving %99 of kinetic energy) provide an accurate estimation of
mixing over a few advective time scales.
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Figure 11. Mix-norm error of mixing approximation using projected models. nk and np denote
the number of Koopman modes and POD modes in a projected model. The projected model
with np = 43 and np = 186 resolve %99 of the unsteady kinetic energy in the flow at Re = 20000
and Re = 30000 respectively.
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